How to Assemble Your Wall Pantry Cabinet

Before you start to assemble your cabinet, please make sure that all of the following parts are included in the carton. In case of any shortage, please contact the dealer and request the delivery of the missing part.

A – Door Faceframe (1)
B – Side Panels (2)
C – Top, Middle & Bottom Panels (3)
D – Back Panel (1)
E – Shelves (2)
F – Toe Kick (1)
G – Shelf Holders (8)

Please use the following steps to begin assembly:

1. Take out all of the parts from the carton and carefully lay the Door Faceframe (A) with finished side downwards onto a soft and flat surface so that it will not be scratched.
2. Two Side Panels (B) are to be positioned into the grooves on Faceframe (A). Align the metal connectors and press downward until the half sections of the metal connectors on the Door Faceframe (A) fit properly into the mates on the Side Panels (B). For best results, place a screw into the metal sliders after locked into place.
3. Slide the Top, Middle & Bottom Panels (C) into the grooves of Side Panels (B) and Faceframe (A).
4. Position Toe Kick (F) onto Side Panels (B) at the cutout at the base of the cabinet. Align that all is flush in step 2 above.
5. Place Back Panel (D) into the grooves of Side Panels (B) confirming that the finished side of the panel is to the inside of the cabinet. Once the Back Panel (D) is aligned and fully seated, gently raise the cabinet from the top and stand upright. Open the cabinet doors and reconfirm that all is aligned and flush.
6. After mounting the cabinet to the wall, insert the Shelf Holders (G) into the holes in the cabinet at the desired height and slide in the Shelves (E).

Your Wall Pantry Cabinet is Complete!